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Abstract—Hierarchical unstructured peer-to-peer (P2P) net-
works for file sharing systems such as Gnutella and Kazaa have
made a tremendous achievement in the last decade. However,
while these P2P networks can be tolerant of churn, i.e., the
dynamics of peer participation and departure (or fault), there
still remains the issue of vulnerability to Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks, i.e., the highest degree peers are removed. In this paper,
the failures are modeled in terms of removal of peers from
the network to assess the stability of hierarchical unstructured
P2P networks. In order to overcome this shortcoming of these
P2P networks, we propose a bimodal network based on bimodal
degree distribution which is tolerant to both churn and DoS,
and an optimal topology. Our proposed scheme, dubbed THUP
(churn/DoS Tolerant, Hierarchical, Unstructured, P2P network).
Furthermore, we present the most suitable peer joining procedure
in THUP. Performance evaluation conducted through computer
simulations show that THUP substantially improves the stability
and communication efficiency compared with other existing P2P
networking approaches.

Index Terms—Bimodal degree distribution, churn and DoS
tolerance, hierarchical unstructured P2P networks, neighbor
selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unstructured peer-to-peer (P2P) networks have been be-
coming the medium of choice for file sharing systems since
Napster and Gnutella [1]. Compared with the centralized
P2P networks (e.g., Napster), the original Gnutella network
employs a fully decentralized architecture and has attracted
much attention because peers can freely participate in the
network and depart from the network [2]. However, the
original Gnutella network has limited scalability due to its
flat topology and flood-based search scheme. As the number
of Internet users grows, the advancement of scalability in the
Gnutella network is required. To achieve higher scalability,
the modern Gnutella network employs a two-tier structure by
classifying peers into two subsets; namely ultra peers and leaf
peers, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(a). While a few ultra peers
behave in the same way as the peers in the original Gnutella
network, a number of leaf peers communicate with the other
peers through ultra peers. Thus, the modern Gnutella network
has become a hierarchical structure, which is an approach
employed by super-peer based P2P networks, such as Kazaa
and Winny [3], [4].
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Fig. 1. Comparison of hierarchical unstructured P2P models and their degree
distributions. (a) The modern Gnutella networks. (b) The proposed networks
(THUP).

On the other hand, the network characteristics of Gnutella
have been analyzed and measured in many works [5]–[8].
According to these works, the Gnutella network has a power-
law degree distribution as depicted in Fig. 1(a), where almost
all of the real-world networks such as Internet, Word Wide
Web (WWW) [9], and some social networks have the same
degree distribution. While power-law degree distribution can
be tolerant to churn, i.e., the dynamics of peer participation
and departure (or fault), it cannot be tolerant to Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks [10], i.e., the highest degree peers are
preferentially removed. In other words, a malicious attacker
may easily disrupt the Gnutella network since the removal of
the highest degree peers would have a significant impact on the
entire network. In fact, the research work in [8] shows that the
removal of high degree peers causes the disruption of Gnutella
networks, and this is evident following the removal of only
4% of the peers. Therefore, in order to construct hierarchical
unstructured P2P networks tolerant to DoS attack, appropriate
topologies have to be designed and used.

The main objective of this paper is improving the stability
of hierarchical unstructured P2P networks against churn and
DoS. Similar to the modern Gnutella network consisting of
two types of peers, we envision a novel P2P network, based
on bimodal degree distribution, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This
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implies that our envisioned P2P network also comprises two
types of peers [11], [12]. Compared with power-law degree
distribution, bimodal degree distribution can be tolerant to both
churn and DoS attacks. Furthermore, since the stability of the
proposed P2P network is affected by its neighbors selection,
we present an optimal topology in terms of the impact of
the DoS attacks. Our proposed scheme, dubbed THUP (churn
and Dos Tolerant, Hierarchical, Unstructured, P2P network),
employs the proposed topology based on bimodal degree
distribution. In addition, we propose a peer joining procedure
in the proposed scheme.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A sum-
mary of the relevant research work on the P2P networks toler-
ant to both churn and DoS attacks is presented in Section II. In
Section III, we analyze churn and DoS attacks in hierarchical
unstructured P2P networks in order to measure the stability
of the considered networks. We present our envisioned P2P
architecture, dubbed THUP, in Section IV along with a novel
peer joining procedure. Section V evaluates the performance
of THUP in terms of both network connectivity and com-
munication efficiency through extensive computer simulations.
Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Since peers can freely join and depart in unstructured P2P
networks, isolation of peers may be caused [13]. In order to
overcome this shortcoming, the stability of unstructured P2P
networks against peer departures is critical for ensuring effi-
cient performance as addressed in numerous works [14]–[17].
These works conducted in [3], [4] approach peer departures
tolerance by using the super peer. Although these research
works achieve high performance and reduced management
overheads such as neighbor selection and link maintenance
and so on, the proposed networks are intolerant to super
peer targeted attacks, just like modern Gnutella network,
which consist of ultra peer and leaf peer. In [18]–[20], in
oder to prevent the network disruption with peer departures,
the authors present two age-independent neighbor selection
schemes. However, these schemes assume exponential session
lengths and may not actually be able to improve the stability
of the networks. The session lengths in actual unstructured
P2P networks are not exponential as shown by the work
in [13]. Other efforts focus on random networks following
binomial degree distribution that ensure the stability against
peer departures [21], [22]. In order to construct random
networks, each peer requires global knowledge, which includes
the number of peers in the whole network, the degree of
each peer, and so forth. So, these works adopt gossip-based
membership management protocols for global knowledge.

On the other hand, designing unstructured P2P networks
tolerant to attacks is also important, since performance of the
networks substantially diminish by the attacks, which include
specific and non-specific attacks in P2P networks [23]. Espe-
cially targeted attacks such as DoS can cause disruption of the
P2P networks; therefore, the work should conduct improving
stability of the networks against targeted attacks. However,
there has been little research work in literature concerning the

targeted attacks in unstructured P2P networks. The research
work conducted in [12] analyzes the degree distribution of
super-peer P2P networks to figure out the stability against
both targeted attacks and peer departures. Unfortunately, the
critical issue of enhancing the network stability is not stressed
upon in this work. In [24], a method to enhance the stability
of P2P networks based on spanning trees is proposed. While
this work presents an analytical model to assess the stability
and describe the attack strategies, it is rather limited to live
multimedia streaming applications.

In this paper, one of our contributions consists in opening
up a new direction in hierarchical unstructured P2P networks,
namely the optimal degree distribution and neighbor selection
method against both departures and targeted attacks. In other
words, our work brings up the yet to be studied important
issue of network stability under node departure events and
DoS attacks, which would break down modern P2P networks
including the popular Gnutella.

III. CHURN AND DOS MODELS

In this section, we propose analytical models to evaluate
the stability of P2P networks under the effect of churn and
DoS attacks. Churn and DoS attacks in a P2P network may
be modeled in terms of removing peers from the considered
network by taking into account that the probability of remov-
ing each peer is determined by the number of links connected
to the peer (i.e., by the degree of the peer).

The churn refers to the effect of independent participation
and departure by thousands of peers. Churn degrades the
performance and the stability of the network since the peers
become isolated due to departure of their neighboring peers.
Thus, the peer departures in hierarchical unstructured P2P
networks are modeled in order to evaluate the stability of net-
works against churn. In the case of the peer departures separat-
ing the peer from the network due to mechanical troubles, user
operation, and so on, a peer is removed randomly regardless
of the degree of the peer. Here, K = {k1, k2, ..., km} is the
set that the degree of peers is arranged in an ascending order,
where m denotes the mode number of the set. Let q be the
probability that a peer is removed randomly and bk be the
probability that a peer of degree k survives after removing
the peers. p =

∑
k bkP (k) indicates the fraction of peers that

have survived after removing the peers. Here, P (k) denotes the
degree distribution of peers before removing the peers. Hence,
the peers departure model bchurnk is defined by the following
equation.

bchurnk = p ≡ 1− q, k ∈ K. (1)

In case of the DoS attacks, the probability of removal of
each peer is supposed to be proportional to the degree of the
peers since malicious attackers may disrupt the performance
of the networks. In hierarchical unstructured P2P networks,
which consist of two type of peers, i.e., ultra peers and
leaf peers, malicious attackers may target only ultra peers
since the removal of the peers substantially influence network
connectivity. Therefore, we consider the DoS model in ultra
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peers and leaf peer in a separate fashion. Let Pultra(k) and
Pleaf(k) be the degree distribution of ultra peers and leaf
peers, respectively. Kultra = {ku, ku+1, ..., km} and Kleaf =
{k1, k2, ..., kl} are sets of the degree of ultra peers and leaf
peers, respectively, where ku�kl, ku and kl refer to the
minimal degree of ultra peers and the maximal degree of leaf
peers, respectively. Since malicious attackers target the highest
degree of ultra peers in a DoS attack, the removal method
of ultra peers in the hierarchical unstructured P2P networks
ubDoS

k can be formulated as follows.

ubDoS
k =


1, if {k ∈ Kultra|k < km′},
ubDoS

km′ , if {k ∈ Kultra|k = km′},
0, if {k ∈ Kultra|k > km′},

(2)

where, m′ denotes the maximal mode number of the set
Kultra after removal of peers. Leaf peers may depart from
networks randomly even while suffering a DoS attack in the
network. Thus, leaf peers are removed randomly regardless
of the degree of the peer. Hence, the removal method of leaf
peers in hierarchical unstructured P2P lbDoS

k networks can be
expressed as follows.

lbDoS
k = p ≡ 1− q, k ∈ Kleaf . (3)

Thus, we propose the DoS model in hierarchical unstructured
P2P which is a combination of ubDoS

k and lbDoS
k , namely ultra

peers are firstly removed according to Eq. (2), and then leaf
peers are removed according to Eq. (3).

IV. HIERARCHICAL UNSTRUCTURED P2P NETWORKS
TOLERANT TO CHURN AND DOS ATTACKS

In hierarchical unstructured P2P networks such as modern
Gnutella and Kazaa, the tolerance to departures and the
communication efficiency are high because there are ultra
peers (or super peers) which increase the network connectiv-
ity [25]. However, the ultra peers may confront a threat from
attacks that the highest degree peer is targeted because their
removal has an enormous amount of adverse influence over the
networks. There are three conditions to achieve high stability
of targeted attacks, namely (i) increasing the average degree
of peers, (ii) conducting the most suitable degree distribution,
and (iii) a topology tolerant or resilient to adverse effects of
the attack. The first condition cannot be satisfied in large-
scale P2P networks due to the enormous amount of network
operating overhead and link maintenance cost. As for the
second condition, a uniform distribution with all peers having
a constant degree demonstrates the highest performance [26].
However, the communication efficiency, which is absolutely
imperative to construct large-scale P2P networks, is extremely
low in the uniform distribution due to non-existence of peers
having higher degrees than other peers. Therefore, in order to
achieve high robustness against churn and DoS, and to increase
the communication efficiency, we apply a bimodal degree
distribution based on the concept introduced by T. Tanizawa
et al [11]. Further details about bimodal degree distribution
are provided in Section IV-A. To the best of our knowledge,
the topology construction method based on bimodal degree

distribution has not been proposed in previous studies. This
paper is considered as a first approach that conducts optimal
topology for tolerance of both churn and DoS attacks. De-
signing an appropriate topology is of significant importance
to construct tolerant networks. For example, if all of the
neighbors of a given peer are formed by ultra peers, the
peer is vulnerable against targeted attacks since ultra peers
are preferentially attacked. In Section IV-B, we present an
optimal topology (which we refer to as THUP throughout the
paper) for hierarchical unstructured P2P networks tolerant to
DoS attacks. On the other hand, the topology in P2P networks
dynamically change due to peers participation and departure
events. It is, therefore, difficult to continue using the same
optimal topology. As a consequence, in Section IV-C, we
propose a peer joining procedure to approximate the optimal
topology even under changing network dynamics.

A. Bimodal Network

According to the work of T. Tanizawa et al [11], we expect
that exploiting bimodal degree distribution may lead to high
stability of networks against both departures and targeted
attacks, resulting in improved communication efficiency. The
features of bimodal degree distribution are presented in the
following. There are only two different categories of peers,
namely peers having a constant high degree kultra, and those
with a constant low degree kleaf . Each degree of kultra and
kleaf , which optimizes performance in tolerance of departures
and targeted attack, is given by the following function.

kultra =
√
〈k〉N, (4)

kleaf = 〈k〉, (5)

where 〈k〉 is the average degree of the network. The number
of peers, N , can be represented as follows.

N = Nultra +Nleaf = rN + (1− r)N, (6)

where Nultra and Nleaf are the number of ultra peers and
that of leaf peers, respectively. The ratio of the number of
ultra peers to the number of all the peers, denoted by r, also
optimizes stability of the networks. Note that r is derived from
statical analysis as follows.

r =

(
A2

〈k〉N

) 3
4

, (7)

A =

{
2〈k〉2(〈k〉 − 1)2

2〈k〉 − 1

} 1
3

. (8)

Thus, the bimodal degree distribution can be expressed by N
and 〈k〉 as follows:

P (k) =


(1− r)N, if k = 〈k〉,
rN, if k =

√
〈k〉N,

0, otherwise.
(9)

Bimodal degree distribution has mixed features from both uni-
form and power-law degree distributions as identified above,
inheriting targeted attacks tolerance from uniform degree
distribution and departures tolerance from power-law degree
distribution. In contrast with the power-law degree distribution,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. The location of source and destination extra peers (a) network having 1 extra link. (b) network having l extra links.

the bimodal degree distribution can achieve high tolerance
of targeted attacks since the existence of only two types of
peer reduces the vulnerability against targeted attacks [26]. On
the other hand, the existence of high degree peers increases
the performance of departures tolerance and communication
efficiency compared with uniform degree distribution [11].

B. Optimal topology for DoS tolerance

The links can be classified into three categories in the
network based on bimodal degree distribution, namely, the
links in the ultra peer layer, in the leaf peer layer, and between
the ultra and the leaf peer layers. In the ultra peer layer,
each ultra peer connects with the other ultra peers since there
exist a lot of traffic in the ultra peer layer. Therefore, the
number of the links in the ultra peer layer, lultra, is decided as
Nultra(Nultra − 1)/2. Thus, the number of the links between
layers linterlayer becomes equal to Nultra{kultra−(Nultra−1)},
and, the number of the links in the leaf peer layer lleaf is
decided as (Nleafkleaf − linterlayer)/2. Here, we define that
each leaf peer has one link between the layers. On the other
hand, the neighbor selection in ultra peer layer and between
the layers do not influence the tolerance to DoS attack since
ultra peers are firstly removed as modeled by Eq. (2). Thus,
we address the topology in the leaf peer layer.

Leaf peer layer basically employs a ring topology. The
topology ensures that leaf peers are equally privileged, i.e.,
they have equal degrees. For example, if kleaf = 2, the
topology, in which leaf peers have equal degrees, is limited
to only ring topology. The number of links for constructing a
ring topology lring becomes equal to the number of the leaf
peers, Nleaf . And therefore, some peers have the links not
involving for a constructing a ring topology called extra link
if lleaf > lring. Peers having extra link are called extra peers.
Here, assuming that each extra peer has an extra link, the
number of extra peers becomes equal to the number of extra
links. The number of extra links, denoted by lextra, is decided
as follows:

lextra = lleaf − lring. (10)

Since the extra links influence the stability of the networks,
we focus on the location of the extra peers.

First, we are interested in the optimal location of the source
and destination peers in the network having 1 extra link, i.e.
the network consists of a ring topology and an extra link.
Fig. 2(a) is an example where the destination peer is the h1

neighboring peer in clockwise direction from the source peer
with 2≤h1≤(Nleaf/2). The ring topology can be regarded as
divided by extra peers into two segments, w1 and w2. They are
defined as (h1−1) and (Nleaf−h1−1), respectively. Here, we
quantify the network disruption probability. Since the network
can be disrupted by removing only two peers, we consider the
scenario where two peers are removed in a random manner.
The network disruption events can be classified into two types,
namely the network disruption by the removal of any of the
peers after the removal of one of extra peers, and by the
removal of any of the peers after the removal of a non-
extra peer. Thus, the network disruption probability can be
formulated as follows.

P (h1) =
2(Nleaf − 3)

Nleaf(Nleaf − 1)

+
1

Nleaf(Nleaf − 1)
{(h1 − 1)(h1 − 1)− 1)

+(Nleaf − h1 − 1)(Nleaf − h1 − 1)− 1)}.

=
2h1(h1 −Nleaf) + (Nleaf − 2)(Nleaf + 1)

Nleaf(Nleaf − 1)
. (11)

Since it is clear from the above equation that the network
disruption probability is a quadratic function of h1, the optimal
value of h, which minimizes the network disruption probability
can be decided as follows.

hopt
1 = arg min

h1

P (h1) =
Nleaf

2
. (12)

It can be concluded that the source extra peer should select
(Nleaf/2)-hops away peers as destination extra peers.

The above analysis can be easily applied to the networks
with multiple extra links as depicted in Fig. 2(b) where non-
extra peers are divided into g = 2l segments by l extra links.
The probability of network disruption with the removal of two
peers can be formulated in the similar way as before by using
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Fig. 3. The general idea that the network is split into a number of groups
in order to approximate the proposed topology.

the size of each segment as below.

P (hl) =

∑g−1
i=1 (wi + wi+1) + w1 + wg

Nleaf(Nleaf − 1)

+

∑g
i=1 wi(wi − 1)

Nleaf(Nleaf − 1)

=
(Nleaf − g) +

∑g
i=1 w

2
i

Nleaf(Nleaf − 1)
. (13)

Since there is a condition that the summation of wi is a
constant value equal to (Nleaf − g), we can conclude that
the network disruption probability takes its minimum value
when the segment size is equal in all segments, i.e., wi =
Nleaf/g − 1.

C. Peer joining procedure in THUP

We have presented optimal hierarchical topology for tolerant
to both churn and DoS attacks based on bimodal degree
distribution, called THUP. However, the realization of THUP
is, indeed, complex, since the hop count in P2P networks
dynamically changes with peers departure and participation
events. To deal with this issue, we propose a solution whereby
the considered P2P network is split into several groups,
which consist one ultra peer and a number of leaf peers,
as demonstrated in Fig. 3. The link between two peers in
different groups and that in the same group are called inter-
group link and intra-group link, respectively. The selection of
peers from different groups as neighbors (i.e., from inter-group
peers) enhances the probability that the segment size is equal
in all segments than that from the intra-group peers. Therefore,
the number of inter-group links becomes equal to the number
of the extra links defined by Eq. (10). In this subsection, we
propose a peer joining procedure in THUP as shown in Alg. 1.

First, a newly joining peer receives the following inter-
group list from the ultra peers: the number of peers in the
whole network, and the details of each group (i.e., the ultra
peer’s address, the number of peers in each group, and the
number of candidates, one of which is used to construct an
inter-group link). Second, the newly joining peer determines its
type, which is calculated according to the difference between
the current and the ideal degree distributions. The current value
of the number of ultra peers N ′

ultra and leaf peers N ′
leaf can

be obtained from the global knowledge of the system. On the
other hand, the ideal numbers of each peer layer Nultra and
Nleaf are calculated by using Eq. (7) with the average degree

Algorithm 1 Peer joining algorithm in THUP.
Get inter-group list
if εleaf ≤ εultra then

Affiliate with ultra peer
The degree is kultra
Get inter-group list
Connection with other ultra peers

else
Affiliate with leaf peer
Decide on one’s own group
The degree is kleaf
Get intra-group list
if The degree of ultra peer is not fully filled then

Connection with ultra peer
end if
Insertion process
while One’s own degree is not fully filled do

Expansion process
if Have sufficient degree then

Break
end if
if No candidate for neighbor then

Break
end if

end while
end if
Register self-information to the intra-group list.

〈k〉 and the number of peers N . Thus, the difference between
the current and ideal number in the ultra peers and that in the
leaf peers are decided as follows.

εultra = ‖Nultra −N ′
ultra‖, (14)

εleaf = ‖Nleaf −N ′
leaf‖. (15)

When (εultra > εleaf ), the type of a newly joining peer is
decided to be an ultra peer, otherwise it is considered to be a
leaf peer.

In the case of the ultra peer, the newly joining ultra peer
communicates with other ultra peers for obtaining the inter-
group list. The degree of the ultra peer is calculated according
to Eq. (4) by using the number of peers including the newly
joining peer (it is worth noting that degree of the ultra peer
changes in a dynamic fashion). Then, the ultra peer connects
with other ultra peers.

The action in the case of leaf peers is described in the
following. Initially, the newly joining leaf peer attempts to
decide on the affiliation group with the help of ultra peers us-
ing the inter-group list, namely the group having the minimum
number of peers is selected as the affiliation group. Then, it
receives the intra-group list from the ultra peer in affiliation
group that contains the average degree, the degree of ultra peer,
the number of peers in the whole network, and the details of
each peer in the group (i.e., the peer’s address including both
ultra and leaf peers, and peer type such as ultra or leaf peer).
The degree of the newly joining leaf peer is decided using the
inter-group list. The leaf peer attempts to connect with the ultra
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peer if the degree of the ultra peer is not fully filled. Moreover,
The leaf peer follows two consecutive connection procedures.
In order to set up the links to optimally select neighbors, the
procedures consist of two steps, namely (i) insertion phase,
and (ii) expansion phase, which are described as follows.

(i) Insertion Phase – The objective of the insertion phase
is to construct a ring topology in leaf peer layer to provide all
the peers with an equal opportunity to establish connections.

In the insertion phase, the newly joining peer randomly
selects a link in one’s own group, and inserts itself into the
link. In this vein, it breaks the existing link and creates new
links between itself and each peer.

(ii) Expansion Phase – Following the insertion phase, the
leaf peer moves to the expansion phase, in which the peer
establishes links as long as the degree of the peer is lower
than the average degree 〈k〉 or the candidate for the neighbor
peers is in the inter-group list. Here, the candidate peers are
leaf peers, which have a lower degree than the average degree
〈k〉. In order to make inter-group links, the leaf peer needs to
find the candidate in other groups. Therefore, the ultra peer
in one’s own group searches the candidate by using the inter-
group list. The leaf peer connects with the candidate after
being found by its ultra peer. This also prompts the ultra peer
to accordingly update the inter-group list. Since the degree of
the peers is limited by the average degree and the candidates
become insufficient, it is possible that the newly joining peer
cannot make an adequate number of links. In such a situation,
the peer temporarily waits for the participation of other peers
until the condition is satisfied. Thus, the newly joining peers
(regardless the type of peers) adds self-information to the intra-
group list, which is shared in each group.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed THUP selection scheme through extensive computer
simulations by using Ruby [27]. The performance evalua-
tion is composed of two parts. In the first part, we verify
the performance of neighbor selection in THUP, i.e., we
investigate the impact of the number of inter-group links on
the clustering coefficient and tolerance of both DoS attacks
and churn. Then, we evaluate the performance of THUP,
compared with other hierarchical unstructured P2P networks,
namely modern Gnutella [5]–[8], and bimodal network which
is constructed by the random neighbor selection based bimodal
degree distribution. In order to quantify the performance of
THUP, three different metrics [28], [29], namely (i) global
network connectivity, (ii) local network connectivity, and (iii)
communication efficiency, are used.

In all the conducted simulations, the average degree of each
network is set to 3, and two different types of network failures,
due to DoS attacks and Churn, are simulated to consider the
removal of peers from the network. The model of DoS attack
(as represented by Eqs. (2) and (3)) remove the highest degree
peers from the ultra peers layer and random ones from the leaf
peers level. On the other hand, peers are randomly simulated
to leave the considered network following the churn model,
as represented by Eq. (1).
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Fig. 4. Relation between number of inter-group links and clustering
coefficient.

A. Verifying the performance of THUP

In order to achieve tolerance to DoS attacks, the leaf peers
are structured in a ring topology, and some of them are
simulated to have an extra link. In our scheme, the DoS
tolerance is enhanced by conforming with the segments size
Nleaf/g− 1. At least, the segment size must not become one.
In other words, the source extra peer must not select any 2-hop
away peer as its destination. Here, establishing a link between
2-hop neighbor peers is referred to as a clustering event. Thus,
in order to evaluate the tolerance of networks, we compute the
average clustering coefficient, C in the network, given by the
following equation [30].

C =
1

N

∑
i

Ci, (16)

Ci =
2Mi

ki(ki − 1)
, (17)

where Ci, ki, and Mi denote the cluster coefficient, the degree,
and the number of links between the neighbor peers of the ith

peer, respectively. The lower value of C implies that there
exist a few clusters in the network and the network achieves
high tolerance to DoS attacks.

On the other hand, in our scheme, the extra link is classi-
fied into the inter-group link and the intra-group link. Since
establishing an inter-group link decreases the probability of
the existence of clusters than creating an intra-group link,
increasing the number of inter-group links enhances the re-
siliency against DoS attacks. Fig. 4 demonstrates the average
clustering coefficient, C, with different numbers of inter-group
links linter in different numbers of peers. The number of peers
is set to any of the following values {100, 200, 500, 1000}. It
is obvious that the average clustering coefficient is decreased
by increase of the number of inter-group links. Thus, THUP
can minimize the number of clusters in the network by setting
the number of inter-group links to the number of extra links.

Next, we investigate the impact of the number of inter-group
links on the global network connectivity of both DoS attacks
and churn in THUP as demonstrated in Fig. 5. We can evaluate
the global network connectivity through the introduction on
critical threshold, f , which quantifies how many peers can be
left from a network without disrupting the network, given by
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Fig. 5. Impact of the number of inter-group links on the critical threshold in the proposed network. (a) in case of DoS; (b) in case of of churn.
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Fig. 6. Tolerance of global network connectivity in different sizes and types of networks. (a) in case of a DoS attack; (b) in case of churn.

the following equation.

f =
Nth

N
, (0 ≤ f ≤ 1), (18)

where N denotes the number of peers in the whole network,
and Nth denotes the number of peers, which can be removed
from the network without the network disruption. Note that
f closer to 1 is necessary to achieve a high level of global
network connectivity. While the tolerance of churn is kept
regardless the number of inter-group links, the tolerance of
DoS attacks can be improved by increasing the number of
inter-group links. Thus, the result from these simulations
indicates that, the tolerance of DoS attacks can be enhanced
by minimizing the average clustering coefficient in THUP by
setting the number of inter-group links to the number of extra
links.

B. Performance comparison in global network connectivity.

We evaluate the global connectivity of networks by using
critical threshold, f . Fig. 6 demonstrates the critical threshold
in case of a DoS attack and churn with different number
of peers in each network, namely, modern Gnutella, network

based bimodal degree distribution without the proposed neigh-
bor selection called bimodal network, and THUP, respectively.
The number of peers is varied from 100 to 5000. In case of the
DoS attack, THUP exhibits the highest tolerance than other
networks. In particular, compared with the modern Gnutella
network, the performance of THUP is significantly high de-
spite the fact that both of these schemes employ hierarchical
structures. In addition, the result of comparison between the
THUP and bimodal network clearly demonstrates that the
proposed neighbor selection method is the most effective one.
In case of churn, THUP and the bimodal network have a
higher tolerance compared with the modern Gnutella network.
Considering both DoS and churn, it is evident that THUP is,
indeed, the most suitable network.

C. Performance comparison in local network connectivity

We refer to the local network connectivity, which is a
number of networks structured by remaining peers, following
the network disruption. If the network splits into a number of
smaller networks, each peer is unable to do find its desired
target resource (e.g., file that it wants to download). However,
if the network splits into two micro and macro networks,
almost all of the peers remain unaffected. Therefore, we
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Fig. 7. Impact of peer removing ratio on tolerance of local network connectivity in different types of networks. (a) in case of a DoS attack; (b) in case of
churn.
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Fig. 8. Impact of peer removing ratio on communication efficiency in different types of networks. (a) in case of a DoS attack; (b) in case of churn.

evaluate the tolerance of local network connectivity using the
maximum cluster ratio S, which denotes the ratio of the size
of the maximum cluster to that of the original network. This
explains the reason that the maximum cluster ratio signifies
the impact of the network disruption on the number of utilized
peers. It is defined as follows.

S =
Nmc

Nrmv
, (0 ≤ S ≤ 1), (19)

where Nmc denotes the number of peers in the maximum
cluster, and Nrmv represents the number of peers after the
removal peers. S closer to 1 implies a higher local network
connectivity, which also means that a number of peers remain
free from the influence of network disruption.

Fig. 7 depicts the impact of peer removing ratio, r, on the
tolerance of local network connectivity in each network. To
evaluate the tolerance in terms of realistic probabilities of DoS
and churn, the value of r is varied in the range from zero to
10−1, and the number of peers is set to 103. In case of DoS,
while the modern Gnutella network falls to an extremely low
tolerance with a progressive increase of peer removing ratio,
other networks achieve relatively high performance, which
closes on the best value. In case of churn, the value of S in the

modern Gnutella network is also lower than the others. These
results indicate that THUP is able to inhibit peer isolation,
namely peers are able to find their intended file in THUP
more effectively than the existing methods.

D. Performance comparison in communication efficiency

We can conclude that THUP is the best choice on the issue
of DoS and churn tolerant P2P network since it achieves
the highest tolerance in contrast with the other networks.
From hereon, we study on unstructured P2P networks has
been conducted from the points of view of communication
efficiency, and demonstrate that THUP is as competent as the
modern Gnutella network. The communication efficiency is
defined by the following equation.

E =
1

N(N − 1)

∑
i 6=j

1

dij
, (0 ≤ E ≤ 1), (20)

where dij is the number of hops between the ith and jth peers.
Here, if there is no available path between two peers, the hop
count between them is infinity large, i.e., the inverse of the hop
count is equal to zero. Therefore, network failures degrade the
communication efficiency. The maximum value of E is one,
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which implies a complete graph, and a larger value indicates
higher communication efficiency. Moreover, the value of E of
the applicable P2P networks must be higher than 0.1 [2].

Fig. 8 demonstrates the values of E for different value of
the removing ratio, r, in each network. This simulation is
conducted with the same setting as in the evaluation of the
local network connectivity. In both the cases of DoS attacks
and churn, the communication efficiency of THUP is nearly
equal to that of the modern Gnutella. Moreover, the value of
E of modern Gnutella is lower than 0.1 after removing only
4% of the peers in case of the DoS attacks. Therefore, modern
Gnutella is not well suited for DoS attacks. It is demonstrated
that THUP can offer not only high connectivity resulting in
high tolerance of DoS and churn but also high communication
efficiency. Thus, we conclude that the proposed THUP features
as the most suitable network in this research area.

VI. CONCLUSION

One of the key study areas of unstructured P2P networks is
to achieve high tolerance of DoS attacks and churn. Despite
their popularity, unstructured P2P networks such as Gnutella
and Kazaa are vulnerable to the threat of DoS attacks. We
address this issue in this work that was not covered in existing
studies. Our approach is focused on the degree distribution of
P2P networks. Since the modern Gnutella follow the power-
law degree distribution, it is intolerant to a higher peer targeted
attacks such as DoS. Therefore, we introduce bimodal degree
distribution to the unstructured P2P network. In addition, we
conduct an optimal topology for DoS tolerance, dubbed THUP.
In order to construct the optimal topology, we also propose a
peer joining procedure based on grouping. We verify the ef-
fectiveness of THUP through extensive computer simulations.
In particular, we demonstrated that the P2P network can offer
high network connectivity, which increases the tolerance of
DoS attacks and churn, thereby ensuring significantly higher
communication efficiency in contrast with the modern Gnutella
network. We expect that the proposed THUP may be widely
applied to file sharing systems, multimedia streaming, and so
forth.
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